Konrad Korabiewski
”Stateless”
Polish-born, Danish-based Konrad Korabiewski
started experimenting with sound at a young age,
and has, for the last 15 years or so (he's 30 now),
worked with a plethora of audiovisual-related
projects, while also hosting a radio show, DJing at
clubs, and remixing such prominent Danish bands
as Under Byen and Amstrong.
Stateless, Korabiewski's full length debut, is itself a
selection of recordings done between 1998 and
2008. And yet, the resulting album is a surprisingly
flawless opus.
The album's title signifies Korabiewski's own sense
of ”disbelonging”, and, stylistically, Stateless does rightfully so - combine moody Eastern European
lo-fi-meets-hi-fi dance music with Scandinavian
idiosyncrasies. Pixie-dust beats, zany synths and
warped broadcasts from the Planet Lodz, forming
avantgarde electronic pop music pieces for technohappy melody fiends and interstellar noise/drone
buffs alike.
In addition to eight such tracks (plus a curious
interlude), the handsomely packaged CD contains a
remix by none other than German lap-pop superstar
Schneider TM. Furthermore, a video, ”Slowloop”,
can be found on the disc (viewable on any computer
with a CD drive.)
In the last few years, Korabiewski has performed at
numerous Scandinavian alternative rock/electronica
festivals, notably Norberg, Radar, Phono, Forma
Nova and Recession. A mini tour of Poland is
scheduled for April. The future is technicoloured.
Stateless is the third release from d'Oorhinge l'Orange Recordings, a
part of the tiny umbrella organization / distribution company The
BSBTA Label Group (with roots in the mostly obscure Bloated
Sasquatch Beer Theatre Audio label, which issued over 100 audio
items between 2000 and 2006.)
The d'Oorhinge l'Orange discography contains releases from
Mechanical Bird and cryptic scenery, while the future will bring the
music of Land Equivalents, Manipulator Alligator, BJ Panda Bear et le
Lolicocks and Prester to your ears.
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Tracklist:
1. Nowa Muzyka
2. Discodave
3. Mummy's Birthday Greetings
4. Gulash
5. The Shower With a Wah Pedal
6. Mala Song (For Her Mother)
7. Mala Song (For Her Brother)
8. Mummy's Birthday Greetings (TM Dub)
(Schneider TM Remix)
9. Twins
10. Slowfood (Welcome at McConrad's)
Video:
Slowloop

Confirmed live dates:
4 mar: Copenhagen, DK - Gefährlich
(”Stateless” release party)
2 apr: Warszawa, PL - Saturator
3 apr: Lodz, PL - Klub Jazzga
5 apr: Poznan, PL - Cafe Miesna
19 apr: Berlin, DE - venue t.b.a.

doorhinge@bsbta.com
www.bsbta.com/doorhinge
www.korabiewski.com
www.myspace.com/korabiewski

